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METCALF PRAISES CITIZENS
FOR INVOLVEMENT IN SOLVING
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
MISSOULA-Sen. Lee Metcalf, D-Mont., praised the efforts of citizens’ groups in fighting environ
mental problems in a speech this week at the University of Montana.
America is at a crossroads, with one way leading to a decayed, inefficient society and
the other way leading to a vibrant, open society, the solon observed.
What is needed, he said, is more citizen involvement, or "amateur enthusiasm," organi
zational flexibility and open communication.
Metcalf defined an amateur as "someone who does something for the love of it" and said
that though professionals have the expertise to deal with problems, it is citizens banding
together in groups that are "generating public action."
But organizational flexibility is also needed within the societal structure, the sena
tor said.
"The system today is not responsive to the problems that exist in everyday life," he
said.
Metcalf said government agencies have adopted policies to help combat the problems of
the environment, but they are hesitant about implementing those policies.
An example cited by Metcalf is the Air Quality Control Act, which contains a subsection
allowing the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to step in where certain pollution
problems are evident.

But the agency, like others, is hesitating to act "until people are

keeling over dead in the streets," he said.
The senator said poor communication contributes to inaction by creating an atmosphere of
optimism, which tends to obscure the problems.
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"We must constantly be on guard to avoid the false optimism our organizational structure
encourages," he said.
There is a tendency for modern government to view controversy as an "evil," Metcalf
continued.
He said, however, that "active controversy is one good sign of open "organization."
In a question and answer session following the speech, Metcalf praised Montana citizens
who wrote him about clearcutting practices in the Bitterroot valley.

Such letters helped
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bring that issue out in the open and generated action by the government, he said.
Metcalf said he is encouraged by the vocAl enthusiasm of the public and that the key
to solving environmental problems

lies in the determination of citizens to force government

into seeking solutions.
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